
OMB-F

- Forklift Basket Size: 2
- SWL 1000 lbs.
- Diamond tread plate floor
- Used in a variety of applications
- Dims: 46” X 46” X 67”, Wt. 565 lbs.
- Fork Sleeve dims: 3” tall X 6” wide X 48” long
- Sleeves are 31 ½” apart, centerline to centerline
- Length of chain with hook for securing basket to fork lift

 backrest
- Prior to each use of the basket, visually inspect for damage

 and/or defect - take out of service if any are found
- Careful consideration should used regarding the competency

 of the driver and condition of the fork lift prior to each lift.
- Room for workers and tools
- Safety guard rail
- Access gate with latch opens inwardly (automatic latch can
be added per the European Standards NEN-EN 14502-1)

Billy Pugh Company’s OSHA Man Baskets (OMB) are designed with your personnel’s safety and job  
satisfaction in mind. Whether you have to work in the air by crane or forklift our baskets will keep you 
safe. Our baskets are built to OSHA standards with heavy duty steel and the exceptional quality you’ve 
come to expect when purchasing from the Billy Pugh Company.


	�OMB-F��- Room for workers and tools�- Safety guard rail�- Access gate with latch opens inwardly (automatic latch can�   be added per the European Standards NEN-EN 14502-1)�- Diamond tread plate floor�- Forklift Basket Size: 2�- SWL 1000 lbs. for all OMB Models�- Used in a variety of applications both on and offshore�- Dims: 46” X 46” X 67”, Wt. 600 lbs.�- Fork Sleeve dims: 36” tall X 72”wide X 24” long�- Sleeves are 31 ½” apart, centerline to centerline�- Length of chain with Hook for securing basket to fork lift boom�- Prior to each use of the basket, visually inspect for damage �   and/or defect- take out of service if any are found�- Load testing is not a relevant test as the item as the basket is�   not a load bearing aspect of the function �- Consideration should be directed to the condition of the for �   lift regarding the load bearing aspect of the function.



